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Further comments on the previous article “A worked MU example” 

 

In the last article on “A worked example on MU evaluation by precision, 

accuracy and trueness”, we showed how we used the proven randomly 

distributed laboratory data of a series of check samples (CS) analyzed over 

time to estimate the intermediate reproducibility standard uncertainty, uR’ (or 

sR’) before we combined the bias uncertainty component to evaluate the 

overall combined standard uncertainty. 

 

One would have noticed that we had used the mean of 2- consecutive time 

series absolute moving range data ( ||
_____

MR ) divided by 1.128 as the sR’, that is,  

       128.1/||
_____

'
MRs

R
=   ……………………….. [Eq 1]  

 

This was because we had considered the data trend over time, which could 

have also been plotted as a quality control chart to check the validity of the 

data. 

 

Control charts are generally used in a factory production or manufacturing 

environment and are used to control, monitor and improve a process. They 

are however equally useful in our monitoring the quality of laboratory 

analysis through regular analysis of laboratory control check samples (CS). 

The inherited random errors of a test method will show up test results with a 

slight deviation trend upward or downward on the graph.  

 

A control chart therefore is a graph or chart with the test results plotted in 

“real time” and shown with limit lines, called control lines. There are basically 

three types of control lines, namely:  

• the upper control limit (UCL), 

• the central line (actual nominal mean value of the analyses), 

• the lower control limit (LCL).  

The upper and lower control limits are respectively have a warning and action 

limits. A warning control limit (WCL) regulates and warns any changes in the 

lab testing that would be evident by any abnormal points listed on the graph 

from the data collected so that one can take note and precaution for the 

quality getting out of control.  The action control limits (ACL) on the other 

hand would have noted any abnormal points listed on the graph plotted and 

make an immediate corrective action on the analytical procedure in order to 

bring it back into a “state of control”.  
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The following equations define the various control limits discussed above: 
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sxLACL −=  

If the QC data indicated independency upon the Anderson Darling’s A2*(MR) 

statistic test, the following use of control limit equations are recommended:  

   2.66UCL x MR= +  

   2.66LCL x MR= −  

 

The ASTM D6299 - “Applying statistical quality assurance and control 

charting techniques to evaluate analytical measurement system” is a good 

reference for the above discussions. It stipulates the following conditions to 

be met before one can apply the equation [Eq 1]:: 

 

1. Removal of any statistical outliers from the data set using any outlier test, 

such as Dixon’s, Grubb’s, Thomson’s, etc 

2. Confirming the QC data are normally distributed and independent on 

each other by popular normality statistic tests such as Anderson-Darling 

or Shapiro-Wilk statistic test, or at least uni-modal and reasonably 

symmetric 

3. Visual inspection of the moving trend of QC data regularly. 

 

 

 

 


